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ABSTRACT

To date, in studies about electrically stimulated osteogenesis, the

electromagnetic field distribution in the vicinity of the individual

bone cell has only been a matter of speculation. In the present study a

model is developed to calculate the field within a limb (e.g.,a thigh)

for an arbitrary electromagnetic source distribution. For this purpose

the thigh is modelled as a composite circular cylindrical electrical

waveguide with infinite length; each layer represents a different

biological tissue. The electrical properties are assumed to be linear,

reciprocal. homogeneous but anisotropic with respect to the axial

direction (z axis). Thus. the active boundary value field problem can be

reduced to an algorithm leading to an analytical formulation of Green

functions for an arbitrary number of layers and arbitrary source

distributions.

The algorithm was tested for a system consisting of a circular,

cylindrical anisotropic bone surrounded by lossy air and a homogeneously

charged ring inside the bone, and for a system where bone was replaced

by an isotropic insulator. The test results show the axial and radial

electric field distribution as a function of axial and radial

coordinates.

Janssen [a] studied electrical stimulation of bone growth in the

vicinity of two ring shaped electrodes placed on an intramedullary rod.

With the computer model the electric field distribution was

reconstructed for this particular electrode arrangement, with bone and

air, and a source frequency of 1 Hz. These simulation tests lead to the

following conclusions: firstly, anisotropy greatly influences the

electric field distribution for source frequencies near the transverse

relaxation frequency; secondly, the field within the bone tissue is

almost parallel to the z axis; just outside the bone the field has a

different orientation; thirdly, the electrodes do not only induce a
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charge distribution in the vicinity of the electrodes (electrochemical

double layer) but also a surface charge distribution at the bone/air

boundary.

The computer programs have a large dynamic range for the different

parameters (source frequencies from 1Hz to 1MHz, real part of the

permittivity from e:0 to 104e e:o, conductivity from 0 to 10-2

o-l m-1) • The computer programs permit the calculation of the

electromagnetic field distribution for systems consisting of bone and.
additional tissues like marrow, muscle and fat, and for arbitrary

stimuli like electrodes or coils.
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LIST OF PRICIPLE SYMBOLS.

a

E

f

H

J

K

n

r

t

B

~

unit vector

electric field phasor

frequency

magnetic field phasor

primary electric current density

primary magnetic current density

unit vector along normal

radius, radial coordinate

time coordinate

spatial frequency, axial phase factor

impulse function

complex tensor permittivity

azimuthal coordinate

transverse wave number

complex tensor permeability

primary electric charge density

tensor conductivity

radian frequency

del operator

partial derivation with respect to some coordinate j

The following superscripts are used

e

h

electric component

magnetic component
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i number of the layer

J Bessel component

0 observation

s source

t transverse component

y Neumann component

z axial component

T transverse tangential component

v transverse normal component
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1. INTRODUCTION

Eversince the discovery of 'electricity', men has tried to use it

clinically, for diagnostic as well as therapeutic purposes. With the

help of sophisticated electronic devices, it is now possible to obtain

all sorts of information about a patient through electric measurements.

The electro cardio gram is probably the best known example. In the past

many attempts have been made to find therapeutic applications of

electricity [7], but only few standard therapies have been developed;

the pace-maker for the heart is an example that is widely used.

Another area, attracting a lot of scientific attention, is the use of

electricity in osteogenesis. Although, many experiments have been done,

only since the discovery of the piezoelectric property of bone, found by

Yasuda in 1953[16], the clinical interest increased rapidly. Because

electricity, or better, electro-magnetism, can appear in many different

forms, different methods have been used to stimulate osteogenesis, with

different results [13]. Perhaps this is a reason, that different models

have been made to explain the observed phenomena. These models however,

result in 'more questions than answers' [2]. One of these questions is

about the electrical stimulus itself. Little is known about the

properties of the electromagnetic field in the vicinity of the

stimulated area, induced by a stimulator or by the biological tissues

themselves.

In this report a model will be developed, by which it is possible to

compute, in first order of approximation, the local electromagnetic

field in an intact thigh, for an arbitrary distribution of the electro

magnetic sources. After introducing the model used, a description of

the
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problem will be given in Section 2. In Section 3 a theoretical analysis

of the boundary value problem, an algorithm to compute the numerical

value of the solution and an interpretation of the resulting formulae

will be given, respectively. Furthermore in Section 4 numerical results

are given and the discussion follows in Section 5. Finally, a clinical

illustration is given in Section 6. For more details about the

derivation and the computer programs, the reader is referred to

appendices A and B.

Although the aim of this investigation is to calculate the

electromagnetic field in a bone, the results can also be applied in

other areas of guided wave propagation. In communication systems, where

waveguides are used (optical fiber), the proposed method could be used

to find an analytical solution of activ2 field problems for isotropic or

anisotropic media.
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2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

As mentioned in the introduction, the behaviour of the electromagnetic

field must be known in the vicinity of an individual bone cell, in order

to explain the observed phenomena occuring during electrical stimulated

osteogenesis. Although the human skeleton consists of many different

bones, with various structures and functions, in this report the

attention is only focussed upon the femur and it's surroundings

(upperleg). In Fig.2.1 a schematic drawing of a thigh is shown. Because

this system is very complicated, some approximations are made on

geometry and electrical properties of the tissues.

biological discription the reader is referred to [15].

For a detailed

Fat/skin

Bone

Muscle

Air

Fig.2.1 Schematic drawing of an upperleg.

With respect to geometry, it is assumed that

-the transition of one tissue to another is abrupt;
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-the tissues form concentric circular cylindrical layers;

-the structure is of infinite length.

"A picture of this model is shown in Fig.2.2 •
.....

-----air

""",.~~--fat/skin
---"1Ililr-~- museIe
~~-bone

marrow

(a) (b)

Fig.2.2 Schematic drawing of the model(femur system);

(a) cross section, (b) longitudinal section.

Secondly, the electrical properties of the tissues involved are assumed

to be as follows

-time independent;

-linear;

-reciprocal;

-homogeneous;

-anisotropic, with respect to the axial direction.
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Finally, something has to be said about the electromagnetic sources

involved. There are natural and artificial electromagnet1.c sources.

One of the natural sources is the piezoelectric property of bone.

Secondly the periosteum and the endosteum act as semi-permeable layers.

A concentration gradient of ions across each layer is the result.

Furthermore the metabolic activity in an organ results in a net negative

free charge. The epiphysial discs, being more active than the diaphysial

region, result in a concentration gradient of free charge within the

femur. Although the list is not complete, a last kind of natural

sources to be mentioned here, are the streaming potentials, caused by

the streaming of charged particles in fluids like blood.

The artificial sources can be devided into two subclasses, depending on

the nature of the stimulator used (electrodes [8J or coils [lJ).

Although a great variety of stimulators are being used [13J, these can

all be described in terms of primary electric and/or magnetic current

distributions.

As will be clear from the above catalogue, for the present no

electromagnetic source can be excluded, to calculate the field in a

femur system. So, the problem is to find the field in a femur system

excited by an arbitrary configuration of electromagnetic sources. More

precisely, the solution has to be found to Maxwell's inhomogeneous

differential equations. In the frequency domain, these equations read

v x E + jW~·!! = -K

v x H - jw~.~ = J

(2.1)

(2.2)
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where

E is the electric field phasor,

H is the magnetic field phasor,

J is the primary electric current density,

K is the primary magnetic current density,

lJ is the tensor permeability ,

E is the tensor permittivity •
-

The electric and magnetic field phasors satisfy the boundary conditions

n x ! being continuous across a boundary surface,

n x ~ being continuous across a boundary surface,

the solution must describe a field with finite energy.

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

The time dependency of the field components is found by inverse

transformation according to

00

F =: 2~ f F exp(jwt)dw
-00

(2.6 )

As the system is linear, the responses to the primary electric or

magnetic currents can be examined separately. In this report only the

response to the electric current distribution will be derived, so K=O.

With the use of two transformations, the three dimensional problem will

be changed into a one dimensional problem. The axial dependency (z) is

transformed to the spatial frequency domain (8),using a Fourier

transform, according to
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_CD
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(2.7)

The azimuthal dependency (~) is transformed by a finite Fourier

integral

11'

F -: f F exp(-jn~)d~
-11'

To derive the field exprssions.

(2.8)

-the transverse vector components of the electric and magnetic field

phasors will be written in terms of the axial field components;

-the boundary value problem for the axial field components will be

solved for a source distribution on a cylindrical surface of

arbitrary radius; the solution is the transformed Green function for

the axial field components;

-the transformed Green function will be inverted back to the axial

domain.

Finally. the result will be the time harmonic field solution for a given

source distribution at a given source frequency.
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3. ANALYSIS

In electromagnetic terms the femur system can be described as an

(infinitely long) anisotropic, composite circular cylindrical wave

guide. The theory of guided electro-magnetic waves can in priciple be

applied [6], [11 ]. However, this theory is commonly used for isotropic

materials. This means that it cannot directly be used for the femur

system. In the following, this theory is extended to anisotropic media.

3.1 Boundary value problem

Field equations

Separating the axial and the transverse vector components,

E ,.. E + E a (3.1a) J = J + J a (3.1d)- ~ z-z -t z-z

H ,.. H + H a (3.1b) K = K + K a (3.1e)
-t z-z - -t z-z

V = V + a a (3.1c) V = ( a , a , o ) (3.1£)
t -z z t x y

and defining the tensor permittivity and tensor permeability as

€ 0 0 ~t 0 0
t

€ = 0 € 0 (3.2a), ~ ,.. 0 ~t 0 (3.2b),t
0 0 € 0 0 ~zz
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eqns.(2.1) and (2.2) change into

'V x E + jw~ H a = -K at -t z z-z z-z

'V x H - jwe: E a .. J a
t -t z z-z z-z

a x a E + 'VxaE+ j W~t!!t = -K-z z-t t -z z -t

a x a H + 'V x a H - j we: E • .:!.t-z z-t t -z z t-t

(3.3a)

(3.3b)

(3.3c)

(3.3d)

Because only linear media 'are considered, the responses to the various

sources can be examined separately, and summed afterwards. The

derivation, being straightforward for each source type, will be given

only for the electric current density •

Using the Fourier transformation (eqn. (2.7)) the field equations are

written as

'V
t

x E + j w~ H a .. 0-t z z-z

'V
t

x H - jwe: E a = J a-t z z-z z-z

(3.4a)

(3.4b)

(3.4c)

(3.4d)

In order to write ~, ~ as an explicit function of Ez and Hz,

~ is eliminated from eqns.(3.4c) and (3.4d) and ~ is eliminated ,in

a simular way.

The result is then given by

_E
t

= K-2 ( j Q 'V E + j w" a x 'V H + . w" J ).... t z "t-z t z J "t-t (3.5a)
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where,

222
K '"' - 6 + W E:t llt

(3.Sb)

(3.6a)

To find the differential equations for the functions Ez and Hz

Vtx !!t in eqn.(3.4b) is eliminated by taking the transverse curl of

eqn. (3.4c) using the vector identity,

v x ( a x v ) '"' a (V·v)
t -z -z t-

and then eliminating Vt·~ by taking the

eqn.(3.4d). For Hz an analogous procedure

(3.7)

transverse divergence of

can be followed. The

differential equations are found to be

V2E + ( K
e )2E = ( 6

2
j Wllt) J - ..tL V .J--+t z z jWE:t z J WE:t t -t

v2H + ( K
h)2H -a .( V x J )

t z z -z t-t

where

(Ke )2
E:

6
2+ 2z

'"' W E:z lltE: t

(Kh)2 =
llz

6
2+ 2

llt
W E: t llz'

(3.8a)

(3.8b)

(3.6b)

(3.6c)
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The definition of three different transverse wavenumbers (K) is a

consequence of the anisotropic property of the materials. When the media

are isotropic, E:z=E:t and l.Iz:::lllJt, the wavenumbers are identical,

which is in agreement with other literature [6], [11].

Because in this report, as an example, only the response of the system

to electric charge has been calculated, in the following, the current

supplying the charge is neglected. Thus

-a e( V x J )
-z t-t

and

jWll J
t z

are taken as zero and

~ "a "a
J
"to'E: (ja J + V eJ ) =~ VeJ = - .J.L p.., t z t -t J WE:t - E:t

p being the free electric charge density.

Boundary equations [12]

(3.9)

The solution of the differential equations (eqns.(3.8» must answer the

boundary conditions formulated by eqns.(2.3), (2.4) and (2.5). It can be

shown [12] that for each boundary surface the first two conditions

change in
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+
r € Ci (3.10a)E "" Ez z

(IC-) -2( j6 -a E + jWllt a H ) ""• Z \I Z

(1C+)-2(j6 a E+ + jw +a H+) ,r ~ Ci (3.10b)
• Z llt \I Z

- +
H "" H ,r E Ci (3.10c)

Z Z

(IC-) -2 (j 6 a H - jwe: a E) ""• Z t \I Z

(1C+)-2(j6 a H+ - jwe:;a E+) ,r E Ci (3.10d)
• Z \I Z

where a., a\l are the partial derivates with respect to the

tangential and normal directions off the surface respectively. The

superscripts ( +/-) are used to indicate the exterior and interior

fields.

When the electric charge is concentrated on a uniform sheet, eqns.(3.8)

imply the following boundary conditions, to be fullfilled at the source

boundary

cs
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E+ - E = 0 ,r lS Cz z s

a E+ - a E- '" --.1!- p ,r E C
'" z '" Z E:t s

H+ - H = 0 ,r E Cz z s

a H+ - a H '" 0 ,r € C
'" z v z s

(3.lla)

(3.llb)

(3.llc)

(3.lld)

where p is now representing the surface charge density.

Boundary value problem in cylindrical coordinates

Because the theory must be applied to a circular symetric system, the

coordinates are transformed to a circular cylindrical configuration, the

transverse del operator Vt is written as

and

(3.12)

2 -2n r (3.13)

Using eqns.(3.12) and (3.13) and substitution of eqn.(3.9) into eqns.

(3.8) gives

....l a ( [(l(e)2
2

j Sp
raE ) + n

] E- -- =r r r z 2 z E:
r t

~ a ( [(l(h)2
2

r a H ) + n ] H 0--2 =r r r z zr

(3.14a)

(3.14b)
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These two equations are Bessel differential equations, both of the order

n with different wavenumbers.

The boundary conditions (eqns(3.11)) at the source boundary can now be

written as

+
(3.17a)E - E = 0 , r == r

z z s

•
a E+ - a E :=

ftp(n. 6, w) r == r (3.17b)r z r z . r' e: , s
t

H+ -- H := 0 , r := r (3.17c)
z z s

a H+ - a H = 0 r = r (3.17d)r z r z
, s

and for the other boundaries (eqns. (3.10))

a-r
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(3.18a)

(3.18b)

- +H = Hz z (3.18c)

(3.18d)

As can be observed, for non circular symetric configurations (n*O) , the

axial field components are mutual dependent through the boundary

conditions.

In each area, the general solution of the homogeneous Bessel

differential equations of integer order can be formed by a lineair

combination of Bessel and Neumann functions

E i(r)z, (3.19a)

(3.19b)

where subscript i indicates the number of the layer. For each layer

four amplitude constants can be found by applying the boundary

conditions to the general solution (eqns.(3.19)). Furthermore, the

solution describing a field with finite energy (eqn.(2.5)) leads to 4

additional conditions. At r=O the Neumann functions are singular so, for

the central region these functions do not contribute to the solution

e
Cy , 1= 0

h
Cy , 1= 0

(3.20)

(3.21)
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Furthermore as r + 00 the solution must be a Hankel-function of the

second kind this implies

(3.22)

(3.23)

where N indicates the exterior region. Once the coefficients are

determined the Green function is found for a source distribution in one

layer.

3.2 Algor! thm

In this paragraph an algorithm will be derived, to find the transformed

Green function for an arbitrary number of layers and an arbitrary

location of the source. For more details the reader is referred to

appendix B.

First the layers and boundaries are renumbered to include the extra
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boundary condi tiona at r=rs. The layer containing the source is split

up and the numbering for the layers and the boundaries starts with 1 for

the central region and then increments to the exterior region. As an

example see Fig.3.1.

• 4

3 3

2 2

11

boundary layer

cross section

Fig.3.1 Renumbering of the layers and boundaries.

Now there are 4x(N+1) coefficients to determine, by as many boundary

conditions. We have N boundaries with 4 conditions for each boundary

(eqns. (3.17)

eqns.(3.20)

and (3.18» and

trough (3.23).

4 additionally conditions formed by

Using linear algebra, the boundary

conditions can be written as

~ i ·~i+1

where,

r = r
s

(3.25)

(3.26a)
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and

8 .. ( 0 , 0 , - ~a~ ,0 )T
t s

(3.26b)

(3.26c)

The above matrices are written out in full in Appendix A. The

coefficients of the first layer can now be written as a function of

those of the exterior region by

1
[ II (
i=N
i*s

-1] N 1 1
__B i -! i) -.£1 .. C~t..L.1+ [ II ( B- -A )] -0- -8

--,.n- i=s+1 = i = i = - (3.27)

Eliminating the amplitude constants of the Neumann functions by

eqns.(3.20) and (3.21) and rearranging the 4 co~fficients of the Bessel

functions in eqn.(3.27) gives

(3.28)

Finally, when the 4 coefficients of the Bessel functions are known, the

other coefficients can be determined, and the transformed Green

functions are found as a combination of Bessel and Neumann functions.

3.3 Transfer function

In the previous paragraph it has been shown, that in each layer the

axial field components can be written as linear combinations of Bessel
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and Neumann functions, and the coefficients themselves depend linearly

on the source vector. Choosing a particular source radius (rs is

fixed), and a radius of observation (r-ro), axial field components

are given by (the subscript i is omitted)

(3.29a)

(3.29b)

In general , in each region these functions can also be written as

(E H)T - T • Sz' z _ (3.30)

where T can be interpreted as the transfer function of the system for
-

this particular combination of r s and roo When only free electric

charge act as the source, the source vector is

S = ( 0 ,0, - ~ , 0 )T
€ r

t s
(3.31)

and the axial electric field distribution is

E = - T1 3 (r ,n,6,w,r )
Z ,os

and for the magnetic field

j6
€ r

t s

j6
€ r

t s

p (n,6,w).

p (n,6,w).

(3.32a)

(3.32b)

Inverse transformation of 6 by

00

E (z) = 1 J E exp(j 6z )d 6
Z 2 'If Z

_00

(3.33)
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gives the field in the frequency domain (w) as a function of the axial

coordinate. Using a second inverse transformation of w by

co

Ez(z,t)~ ~ J Ez(z) exp(jwt)dw
-co

(3.34)

gives the field as a function of both, the axial coordinate and time.

When

o(r-r )
s

p (r",z,t) • ----~--r p (,) o(z) o(t) (3.35)

Ez(z,t) can be interpreted as the impulse response of the system with

respect to the axial coordinate as well as the time coordinate. When

o(r-r )
s

r (3.36)

Ez(z) can be interpreted as the time harmonic spatial impulse

response. In the latter case the transient time function is not

available.

For the computation of Ez(z) a Discrete Fourier algorithm is used. It

can be shown [9J that, Ez(z) being a band limited function of e with

bandwidth Sw, the time harmonic field distribution can be

reconstructed as a function of z using

E (L ollz) ~
z

where

1
M

M-l
L

k=O
(3.37)
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(3.38)

are M points equally spaced in angle on the unit circle in the complex

plane

l!..z =

is the sample width in the axial direction

(3.39)

(3.40)

is the sample width in the spatial frequency domain and M is the number

of samples used. Although there are very sophisticated algorithms to

compute the time harmonic field for the entire L-intervall, in this case

the Goertzel algorithm is used because only the vicinity of the source

is of interest (L=O trough L=20). The choice of 6w and M depends on

the character of the amplitude spectrum of Ez(z). In the next Section

some numerical results will be given •
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4.0 NUMERICAL RESULTS

We have calculated the time-harmonic electric field streght for a simple

configuration) consisting of a solid circular cylindrical bone)

surrounded by lossy air. The electromagnetic field ios assumed to be

excited by an annular distribution of electric charge with harmonic time

dependence) located concentrically inside the bone (see Fig.4.1) •

- z axis
•

•
(b)

bone
air

~~--source

•
(a)

Ffg.4.1 Bone configuration

(a) cross section

(b) longitudinal section.

There are two reasons for this choice. First) the simplicity of the

configuration enables us to check ALTRAN procedures by deriving the

equations involved by hand. Secondly) the configuration is fairly a good

model for theoretically verifying some experiments) carried out at the

Utrecht University Hospital [8]. A qualitative description is given in

section 6. Apart from merely calculating dynamic field strengths) we

wish to investigate the influence of anisotropy and disapational losses.

To this end) we replace the bone by an isotropic insulator) and call

this the insulator configuration. The numerical values of the electric
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properties of bone are derived from Chakka1aka1 et. a1. [4], [5]. The

two configurations are given in table 4.1.

Table 4.1

central region outer region

insulator bone

E:' 6000 E:
O

2500 E:O
E:OZ

E:' 6000 E:O
10000 E:O

E:Ot

0 0.02 -1 -1 -6 -1 -1
(J n m 10 n m

z

0 0.0066 -1 -1 -6 -1 -1
(Jt n m 10 n m

Il 110
110

110

r = 1.0 • 10-2 rn p = 10-12 Cm-1
s

r b= 1.5 10-2 rn E: I _ (J
• E: = "]"OJ

As to source frequencies, it is supposed that the free space wavelength

is very large compared with the circumference of the source. The charge

distribution will then be homogeneous. This implies
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where cO is the plane wave velocity in free space, r s being

specified in Table 4.1. Calculations have been performed for source

frequences 1 Hz .. f s .. 1 MHz. Because the charge is homogeneously

distributed around the ring, only the first component of the Fourier-

series is non-zero(n"'O), the other components being zero. Therefore the

azimuthal ( cfl) electric field component and the axial magnetic field

component are zero, the radial electric field component is depending on

the axial electric field only.

-2
E = K j6 a E •r r z (4.1)

In the following the time harmonic radial electic field component will

be computed in a simular manner as the axial field.

First the amplitude spectra of the two field components for both

configurations have been computed as a function of 6. The spectra have

been computed for two different radial distances. Furthermore in the

plots, shown in Fig.4.2, the source frequency (f s ) has been used as a

parameter.
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Fig.4.2 Amplitude spectrum of the axial field compnent (E z) for

both configurations at two different radial distances

excited at various source frequences; (a) insulator,

(b) bone.

..

The amplitudo spectra for both configurations show, for f s ;;» 100 kHz

maximum for a

and a minimum for

Q2 = 2 ,
I-'mi w e: t ,2 IJO

(4.3)

For source frequences f s " 10 KHz this maximum changes into a local

maximum for the insulator configuration and is not observed for the bone
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configuration. The local minima are not present for the lower source

frequences. The spectra for the inner and outer regions show large

differences for 6 > Sma, only •

..,

...
8£TA (~m

(a)

..,

8£TA

(b)

Fig.4.3 Amplitude spectrum fo the radial field component (E r )

for both configurations, at two radial distances excited

at various source frequences; (a) insulator, (b) bone.

Figure 4.3 reveals the amplitude spectra of Er for both configurations

at two different radial distances. Besides the observations made for the

axial field component, some characteristic differences can be seen.

Comparing the spectra for the interior and exterior regions of each

configuration, they show that, for the exterior region the amplitude as

well as the spatial bandwidth are larger and the center spatial
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frequency is shifted. Furthermore, the minimum (a=~) cannot be

observed in the spectra for the exterior region.

Using the Goertzel algorithm with the parameters ~= 50 rad/m and

M=300, the field components are found as a function of the axial

coordinate.
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•g
..a
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Fig.4.4 Field distributions for both configurations as a

function of the axial coordinate at various radial

distances. The source frequency is f s 1 MHz;

(a) axial field (Ez), (b) radial field (E r ).

Figure 4.4 shows these functions for different radial distances and a

source frequency f s=l MHz. Apart from spatial initial effects the

field components exhibit a wave distribution parallel to the z axis.

The phase shift between the two field components is about ~/2 radians.

Interchanging the roles between the axial and radial coordinates J in

Fig.4.5 the field distributions are shown as a function of the radial
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distance in various transverse planes.
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Fig.4.5 field distribution for both configurations as a function

of radial distance in various transverse planes. The

source frequency is f s= 1 MHz; (a) axial field (E z),

(b) radial field (Er )

Across the boundaries the axial field component is continuous and the

radial field component is discontinuous. The axial field component is

maximum in the interior region. The radial field component is almost

zero in the interior region and maximum just outside this region.

The same computations have been made for both configurations excited at

a source frequency f s=l Hz. The results are shown in Fig.4.6 and 4.7.
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Fig.4.6 Field distribution for both configurations as a function

of the axial coordinate at various radial distances. The

source frequency is fs~ 1 Hz; (a) axial field (Ez),

(b) radial field (Er ).

The field components are larger for the insulator configuration than for

the bone configuration. The axial field component decays with increasing

axial distance. The radial component first tends to get larger and,

after reaching a maximum, becomes smaller when increasing axial distance

to the source. Again, interchanging the roles between the axial and

radial distances, Fig.4,7 shows the field components as a function of

the radial distance in various transverse planes.
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Fig.4.7 Field distribution for both configurations as a function

of radial distance in various transverse planes. The

source frequency is f s= 1 Hz; (a) axial field (E z )

(b) radial field (Er ).

It can be seen that the radial component for the insulator

configuration is largest in the transverse plane z=O, just between the

source and the boundary which cannot be observed in the plots for the

bone configuration.

Using the figures, the field pattern itself can be constructed for the

4 cases. The field patterns for the insulator and bone configurations

with a source frequency fs=l MHz are shown in Fig.4.8.
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Fig.4.8 Field pattern for both configurations with a source

frequency f s= 1 MHz; (a) insulator. (b) bone

Because the construction is done by hand. only qualitative remarks are

given. The drawings show the field within the central region being

almost parallel to the z-axis. The field patterns for the two systems

excited with a source frequency f s=l Hz. are given in Fig.4.9 • The

typical wave distribution cannot be seen and the influence of the

conductivity on the field distribution is apparent.
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Fig.4.9 Field pattern for both configurations with a source

frequency f s= 1 Hz; (a) insulator, (b) bone
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5.0 DISCUSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Some of the observations made can be explained by the fact that the

different electrical properties are introducing a surface distribution

of free electric charge on the boundary surface. Free charge moves with

a characteristic relaxation time factor

l' ..
e:'
a (5.1)

So, for low source frequences

(5.2)

free charge can move almost instantaneously towards the boundary

surface shielding the charged ring. But, if the source frequency is

high

(5.3)

the source is changing to fast for the charge to follow and retardation

effects are the result. When

-1
f AI l'

S t

both, shielding and retardation effects occur.

relaxation time factors are,

(5,3 )

The transverse
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These differences in time factors, make some of the differences in the

field distributions of the two configurations plausible. The interior

region of the insulator configuration cannot contribute any free charge

to the boundary surface (t=ao) so, no shielding occurs at low source

frequences. The field pattern for the insulator configuration excited

at a source frequency f s=l MHz resembles the pattern of a surface

wave, described by Stratton [14].

Although the computer model described in this report still needs a

thorough investigation, some conclusions may be drawn

-The model is suitable for calculating the time harmonic electric

field in a composite open boundary electromagnetic wave guide

excited by a homogeneously charged ring source

-The anisotropy of the various layers has a great influence on the

field distribution, when the source frequency fs~tt- 1

-The differnt electrical properties of the various layers results in

a surface charge density on the boundary surface.

-The computer model has a large dynamic range for different

parameters. No numerical singularities have been observed for the

following intervalls;

1 Hz ( f ( 1 MHz ,
s

o
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6.0 CLINICAL ILLUSTRATION

As an illustration the method described has been used to calculate the

electromagnetic field for a clinical experiment on electrical stimulated

osteogenesis. Although many other clinical experiments have been done,

for our purpose the experiments carried out by Janssen [8] has been

choosen. The experiments where done with two intramedullary placed

electrodes in a dog femur. As a first approximation the dog femur is

modelled by the bone configuration described in chapt.4, the electrodes

by two homogeneous charged rings, with opposite signs, placed at an

axial distance of 13 cm, see Fig.6.1.

-~-source

..........:;;;~.-.;::a bone
..·----air

(a)

• -+) e(-)
rS :

I ,
• I

-t • I -z axis.- 1-,
I

I

rb: I.
I I, • •t I

I
I
I

Z-Ocm z=13cm

(b)

Fig.6.l Schematic drawing of the clinical configuration;

(a) cross section,(b) longitudinal section.

In the experiments the source frequency was zero. Therefore we use the

results for a quasi-static source (fs=l Hz). The system being linear,

the responses for the charged rings can be examined separately and

summed afterwards. This has been done for the axial and the radial

field components and the results are shown in Fig.6.2
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Fig.6.2 Field distribution for the clinical configuration as

a function of the axial coordinate for various radial

distances; (a) axial field (E z), (b) radial field (Er ).

The field distribution is not homogeneous between the two electrodes and

decay's outside this axial section. The axial component is maximum

within the interior region. The radial field component is almost zero

within the interior region and maximum just outside this region. Using

these curves to construct the field pattern leads to the pattern shown

in Fig.6.3
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Fig.6.3 Electric field pattern for the clinical configuration

excited at f s= 1 Hz.

As can be seen, within the interior region the field is almost parallel

to the z axis. Again the discontinuity in the direction can be explained

by the excistance of a surface charge distribution on the boundary

surface.

Although the clinical configuration does not entirely resemble the femur

system, some conclusions can be drawn

-The field is inhomogeneous,

-The field decays with increasing axial distance,

-The source induces not only a charge distribution in the vicinity of

the electrodes (electro chemical double layer), but also at the

boundary surface.
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With the results for the clinical configuration some qualitative remarks

can be made about the field in the femur system itself

-The field will decay more rapidly because the introduction of

marrow and muscle, which conductivities are larger than those for

bone, which yields a larger power dissipation,

-The source is inducing a surface charge distribution the boundary

surfaces.

The first remark indicates that the model can properly be used to

calculate the electromagnetic field for an intact femur system. As a

second remark we suggest that, if the induced charge is the actual

stimulus, in vitro experiments on electrical stimulated osteogenesis,

omitting artificial boundary surfaces would give no osteogenesis.
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APPENDIX A

Algorithm

It has been shown that in each layer, the transformed Green functions

can be written as a linear combinations of Bessel and Neumann function

In the following an algorithm will be derived, to find the coefficients

as a function of the source strength, for an arbitrary number of layers

and an arbitrary source location. Only the primary electric current

density acts as the source (K=.Q) and furthermore, it is assumed that

lJt= lJz= J.t) •

First the various layers and boundaries are re-numbered, to include the

source as an extra boundary at r=r s • After imaginairy splitting up

the layer containing the source, the layers are re-numbered, starting

with 1 for the interior region and then incrementing to the exterior

region. The same is done with the boundaries, where ri (i=s)=rs ' see

Fig.A.l.

Fig.A.1 The re-numbering of the layers and boundaries.
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In total, there are 4x(N+l) coefficients to determine, by as many

boundary conditions; 4x(N-l) times

- E+E = r=r i , r*r (A.2a)z z s

E = E+ r=ri , r*r (A.2b)
41 41 s

- H+H = r=r i , r*r (A.2c)z z s

H
41

= H+ r=r i , r*r (A.2d)
41 s

and 4 at the source location,

E = E+ r=r (A.3a)z z s

a E = a E+ _ .lli.... r=r (A.3b)r z r z F; r st s

H = H+ r=r (A.3c)z z s

a H = a H+ r=r (A.3d)r z r z s

the solution being bounded results in two conditions at the origin,

(A.4a)

(A.4b)
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(A.4c)

(A.4d)

Using matrix algebra the equations at the boundaries can be written as

( 1 ( i ( N)

where

C =(Ce Ce Ch Ch )T
-i J,i' Y,i' J,i' Y,i

e e h h T
£i+1:l1(CJ 1+1'Cy 1+1,CJ 1+1'Cy 1+1)J , , ,

and

r=r i' r:l=rs (A.5a)

r=r (A.5b)
s

(A.6a)

(A.6b)

e e
0 0In(''iri) Yn("iri)

0 0
h h

In(''iri) Yn( "ir i)

A = e e
J~( ,,~ri) Y~(,,~ri)

(A.7a)- i P In(''iri) p Yn("i r i ) q q

s J~(,,~ri) s Y~(,,~ri)
h h

P I n( "ir i ) p Yn( "i r i )
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e e
I n (IC1+1 r 1 ) Yn ( IC1+ 1r 1) 0 0

0 0
h h

I n ( IC1+1 r 1 ) Yn (IC1+1 r 1)

B "" 0 0 t J~ ( IC~+ 1 r 1) t Y~ ( IC~+ 1 r 1 )
(A.7b)

= 1

v J~(IC~+l r 1 ) v Y~( IC~+l r 1 ) 0 0

e e
J (IC r ) Y (IC r ) 0

n s s n s s

0 0
h

J (IC r )
n s s

D "" e e e e
- IC J'(IC r ) IC Y'(IC r ) 0

s n s s s n s s

0 0
h h

IC J'(IC r )
s n s s

, where

2 h
q = lJ IC1+ 1 IC 1

o

o (A.7c)

(A.7d)

(A.7e)

s "" - (A.7f)

and the source vector

(A.7g)

(A.7h)
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(A.71)

The prime in the Bessel and Neumann functions denotes differentiation

with respect to Kr.

With matrix multiplications, it can be shown that

c.=
-J

and

c ..
-j

1

[ II (~-i- ~ i)]- £1
i= j-l

j < s

j > S

(A.8)

(A.9)

The coefficients of layer 1 can now be expressed as a function of

those of the exterior layer and the source vector

1

[
-1

II ( ~ i -~
i=s-1

(A.I0)

or,
1

II (!-i -! i) ] -£1" ~1+ [
i=N - 
1:I:s

s+1
-1 ]-1

II ( ~ i -~ i) -~ -!
i=N

(A.ll )

Using eqns.(A.4) 4 coefficients can be eliminated and, after defining

a1 1 a1 ,2 a1 3 a1 4
1

, , ,
-1

) ]
a2 1 a 2 2 a2 ,3 a2 4 (A.12)

II (! i -! i =
, , ,

i=N- a3 ,1 a 3 ,2 a3 ,3 a3 4,
1=l=s a4 ,1 a4 ,2 a4 3 a4 ,4,
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the 4 coefficients left can be determined by

s+1
(C

J
e l,Ch Ce Ch )T DSP-1 - [ IT (_B-1i -_A )]-SJ,l' J,N+l' J,N+1 .. i -, -- i=N - -

where the dispersion matrix (DSP) is defined by

a1 ,l a1 ,3 -1 0

a2 ,l a2,3 j 0
DSP ..-- a3 ,l a3 ,3 0 -1

a4 ,l a4 ,3 0 j

(A.13)

(A.14)

Finally the coefficients of the inner and outer layers are expressed

as an explicit function of the source. The other co~fficients can then

be determined by using the same matrices as in eqns.(A.8) and eqns.(A.9)

So far, no numerical values have been assigned to one of the parameters

involved. Furthermore, as the coefficients could be expressed as an

explicit function of the parameters, the results could be applied to

different circular cilindrical waveguides (glass fiber). Although it is

not practical to write out the algorithm by hand, the algorithm can be

used to find the coefficients with the help of a computer with a

program-language that can manipulate algebraic forms. Such a language

is ALTRAN [3], blockdiagrams of the programs used for the algorithm as

well as the numerical analysis are given in appendix B.
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APPENDIX B

The algorithms derived in this report have been used to write a

computer program which could determine the electromagnetic field

distribution. Before a numerical computation can be made (in FORTRAN)

the formulae for the coeficients are derived using a programming

language called ALTRAN. In this appendix the block diagrams are given

for both programs, first that for ALTRAN procedures, secondly for

FORTRAN procedures.

read NL,S

declaration of all

(dynamic) parameters

used.

NL+1
II (!-~.~ i)

i=l - -
i*s

I

First the number of layers (NL) the system

consist of, and the layer containing the

source (S) are read.

Because the number of parameters depend on

the number of layers, the indeterminates

are declared dynamic, and therefor needs

to be initiated.

The different matrix multiplications are
performed to find the dispersion matrix
(DSP) •



I
NL+l -1

-A i)IT (~ i --
i=S+1

initiation of nsp--

computation of C 1,-
f N+l'

computation of C i,-
i*l,i*N+l.

output
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The coefficients of the inner and outer

regions are computed.

The coefficients of the other layers are

expressed as a function of the parameters.

The coefficients are written on a file for

further use.

The file containing the forms for the coefficients are then translated

to correct FORTRAN statements and inserted into the FORTRAN program.

The FORTRAN program to calculate the numerical value of the field

distributions has the following structure.



initiation of the

system.

initiation of all

the variables used.

computation of the

coefficients.

the radius of

observation is

choosen and the

is determined.

determination of

the field components

output
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The system will be defined.

Numerical values are assigned to all

the parameters involved.

The dielectric constants (€) and

wave numbers (K) obtain their complex

values and the Bessel and Neumann functions

are computed for the various arguments.

Complex numerical values are assigned to

the coefficients using the formula obtained

form the ALTRAN program.

Because each layer has it's own set of

coefficients, the layer in which the

the observator is located must be

determined before the field distribution

Finally the field components are computed

using the appropriate coefficients and the

Bessel and Neumann functions.

The output depends largely on the wishes

of the user. A choice can be made

between the amplitude spectra or one of

the field distributions for various radial

distances or source frequences.
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